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The Triumph of Liberty Jan 30 2023 A
dramatic narrative history of liberty from
ancient times to the present is told through
the inspiring life stories of 65 heroes and
heroines from the crisis of the Roman
Republic to struggles for women's rights.l
 Liberty! Apr 20 2022 Depicts the outbreak
of the American Revolution at Lexington in

1775 through stories and illustrations.
 The Logic of Liberty Oct 15 2021 This is
Volume XI of eighteen in the Political
Sociology Series and looks at the rejections
and rejoinders of the logic of liberty,
originally published in 1951.
 The Anatomy of Liberty May 22 2022
 A Brief History of Liberty Dec 09 2023

Through a fusion of philosophical, social
scientific, and historical methods, A Brief
History of Liberty provides a comprehensive,
philosophically-informed portrait of the
elusive nature of one of our most cherished
ideals. Offers a succinct yet thorough
survey of personal freedom Explores the true
meaning of liberty, drawing philosophical
lessons about liberty from history Considers
the writings of key historical figures from
Socrates and Erasmus to Hobbes, Locke, Marx,



and Adam Smith Combines philosophical rigor
with social scientific analysis Argues that
liberty refers to a range of related but
specific ideas rather than limiting the
concept to one definition
 Ladies of Liberty Nov 27 2022 In this eye-
opening companion volume to her acclaimed
history Founding Mothers, number-one New
York Times bestselling author and renowned
political commentator Cokie Roberts brings

to life the extraordinary accomplishments of
women who laid the groundwork for a better
society. Recounted with insight and humor,
and drawing on personal correspondence,
private journals, and other primary sources,
many of them previously unpublished, here
are the fascinating and inspiring true
stories of first ladies and freethinkers,

educators and explorers. Featuring an
exceptional group of women—including Abigail
Adams, Dolley Madison, Rebecca Gratz, Louise
Livingston, Sacagawea, and others—Ladies of
Liberty sheds new light on the generation of
heroines, reformers, and visionaries who
helped shape our nation, finally giving
these extraordinary ladies the recognition
they so greatly deserve.
 Sweet Land of Liberty May 02 2023 Sweet
Land of Liberty is Thomas J. Sugrue’s epic



account of the abiding quest for racial
equality in states from Illinois to New
York, and of how the intense northern
struggle differed from and was inspired by
the fight down South. Sugrue’s panoramic
view sweeps from the 1920s to the
present–more than eighty of the most
decisive years in American history. He
uncovers the forgotten stories of battles to
open up lunch counters, beaches, and movie

theaters in the North; the untold history of
struggles against Jim Crow schools in
northern towns; the dramatic story of racial
conflict in northern cities and suburbs; and
the long and tangled histories of
integration and black power. Filled with
unforgettable characters and riveting
incidents, and making use of information and

accounts both public and private, such as
the writings of obscure African American
journalists and the records of civil rights
and black power groups, Sweet Land of
Liberty creates an indelible history.
 In Search of Liberty Sep 25 2022 In Search
of Liberty explores how African Americans,
since the founding of the United States,
have understood their struggles for freedom
as part of the larger Atlantic world. The
essays in this volume capture the pursuits



of equality and justice by African Americans
across the Atlantic World through the end of
the nineteenth century, as their fights for
emancipation and enfranchisement in the
United States continued. This book
illuminates stories of individual Black
people striving to escape slavery in places
like Nova Scotia, Louisiana, and Mexico and
connects their eff orts to emigration
movements from the United States to Africa

and the Caribbean, as well as to Black
abolitionist campaigns in Europe. By placing
these diverse stories in conversation,
editors Ronald Angelo Johnson and Ousmane K.
Power-Greene have curated a larger story
that is only beginning to be told. By
focusing on Black internationalism in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, In

Search of Liberty reveals that Black freedom
struggles in the United States were rooted
in transnational networks much earlier than
the better-known movements of the twentieth
century.
 The Statue of Liberty Jun 03 2023 “If you
think you know all there is to know about
the Statue of Liberty, you’ll be pleasantly
surprised.”—The New York Times When the
crated monument first arrived in New York
Harbor, few could have foreseen the central



place the Statue of Liberty would come to
occupy in the American imagination. In this
book, cultural historian and scholar of
French history Edward Berenson tells the
little-known stories of the statue’s
improbable beginnings, transatlantic
connections, and the changing meanings it
has held for each successive generation. He
tells of the French intellectuals who
decided for their own domestic political

reasons to pay tribute to American liberty;
the initial, less-than-enthusiastic American
response; and the countless difficulties
before the statue was at last unveiled to
the public in 1886. The trials of its
inception and construction, however, are
only half of the story. Berenson also shows
how the statue’s symbolically indistinct,

neoclassical form has allowed Americans to
interpret its meaning in diverse ways—as
representing the emancipation of the slaves,
Tocqueville’s idea of orderly liberty,
opportunity for “huddled masses,” and, in
the years since 9/11, the freedom and
resilience of New York City and the United
States in the face of terror. Includes
photos and illustrations “Endlessly
fascinating.”—Louisville Courier-Journal
 Sweet Land of Liberty? Jan 10 2024 A



powerful and moving account of the campaign
for civil rights in modern America. Robert
Cook is concerned less with charismatic
leaders like Martin Luther King, and more
with the ordinary men and women who were
mobilised by the grass-roots activities of
civil-rights workers and community leaders.
He begins with the development of
segregation in the late nineteenth century,
but his main focus is on the continuing

struggle this century. It is a dramatic
story of many achievements - even if in many
respects it is also a record of unfinished
business.
 Liberty's Torch Feb 11 2024 “Turns out that
what you thought you knew about Lady Liberty
is dead wrong. Learn the truth in this
fascinating account.” —O, The Oprah Magazine

The Statue of Liberty is one of the most
recognizable monuments in the world, a
powerful symbol of freedom and the American
dream. For decades, the myth has persisted
that the statue was a grand gift from
France, but now Liberty’s Torch reveals how
she was in fact the pet project of one
quixotic and visionary French sculptor,
Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi. Bartholdi not
only forged this 151-foot-tall colossus in a
workshop in Paris and transported her across



the ocean, but battled to raise money for
the statue and make her a reality. A young
sculptor inspired by a trip to Egypt where
he saw the pyramids and Sphinx, he traveled
to America, carrying with him the idea of a
colossal statue of a woman. There he
enlisted the help of notable people of the
age—including Ulysses S. Grant, Joseph
Pulitzer, Victor Hugo, Gustave Eiffel, and
Thomas Edison—to help his scheme. He also

came up with inventive ideas to raise money,
including exhibiting the torch at the
Philadelphia world’s fair and charging
people to climb up inside. While the French
and American governments dithered, Bartholdi
made the statue a reality by his own
entrepreneurship, vision, and determination.
“By explaining Liberty’s tortured history

and resurrecting Bartholdi’s indomitable
spirit, Mitchell has done a great service.
This is narrative history, well told. It is
history that connects us to our past
and—hopefully—to our future.” —Los Angeles
Times
 The Anatomy of Liberty Feb 04 2021
 What Is the Statue of Liberty? Sep 06 2023
In 1876, France decided to give the United
States a very big and very special
present--the Statue of Liberty. The gift was



to commemorate the 100th birthday of the
United States, and just packing it was no
small feat--350 pieces in 214 crates shipped
across the ocean. The story of how the
111-foot-tall lady took her place in the New
York Harbor will fascinate young readers.
 My Little Golden Book About the Statue of
Liberty Dec 29 2022 Now the littlest readers
can learn about how the Statue of Liberty
came to be—and what it means to people all

over the world. In this engaging book,
preschoolers will learn the fascinating
story behind the creation of the Statue of
Liberty. Simple words and bright artwork
bring to life the story of the people—a
professor, a sculptor, a poet, a
newspaperman—who helped establish this
famous landmark. Little ones will learn that

the torch was created first, in time for
America's 100th birthday, and displayed in a
park. And they'll gain a clear understanding
of what the Statue of Liberty has always
meant to people around the world. Fun facts,
such as how schoolchildren gave their
pennies to help pay for the base of the
statue, complete this charming nonfiction
Little Golden Book.
 The Blessings of Liberty Feb 16 2022 This
concise, accessible text provides students



with a history of American constitutional
development in the context of political,
economic, and social change. Constitutional
historian Michael Benedict stresses the role
that the American people have played over
time in defining the powers of government
and the rights of individuals and
minorities. He covers important trends and
events in U.S. constitutional history,
encompassing key Supreme Court and lower-

court cases. The volume begins by discussing
the English and colonial origins of American
constitutionalism. Following an analysis of
the American Revolution's meaning to
constitutional history, the text traces the
Constitution's evolution from the Early
Republic to the present day. This third
edition is updated to include the election

of 2000, the Tea Party and the rise of
popular constitutionalism, and the rise of
judicial supremacy as seen in cases such as
Citizens United, the Affordable Care Act,
and gay marriage.
 Her Right Foot Dec 17 2021 If you had to
name a statue, any statue, odds are good
you'd mention the Statue of Liberty. Have
you seen her? She's in New York. She's
holding a torch. And she's taking one step
forward. But why? In this fascinating, fun



take on nonfiction, uniquely American in its
frank tone and honest look at the literal
foundation of our country, Dave Eggers and
Shawn Harris investigate a seemingly small
trait of America's most emblematic statue.
What they find is about more than history,
more than art. What they find in the Statue
of Liberty's right foot is the powerful
message of acceptance that is essential to
an entire country's creation. Can you

believe that?
 The Story of Liberty Oct 27 2022 The Story
of Liberty covers a period of five hundred
years fight for liberty, from the Magna
Carta (1215) up to the landing of the
Pilgrims in Massachusetts (1620) Contents:
John Lackland and the Barons The Man Who
Preached After He Was Dead The Fire That Was

Kindled in Bohemia What Laurence Coster and
John Gutenberg Did for Liberty The Men Who
Ask Questions How a Man Tried to Reach the
East by Sailing West The New Home of Liberty
A Boy Who Objected to Marrying His Brother's
Widow The Man Who Can Do No Wrong The Boy
Who Sung for His Breakfast What the Boy Who
Sung for His Breakfast Saw in Rome The Boy-
Cardinal The Boy-Emperor The Field of the
Cloth of Gold The Men Who Obey Orders Plans
That Did Not Come to Pass The Man Who Split



the Church in Twain The Queen Who Burned
Heretics How Liberty Began in France The Man
Who Filled the World With Woe Progress of
Liberty in England How the Pope Put Down the
Heretics The Queen of the Scots St.
Bartholomew How the "Beggars" Fought for
Their Rights Why the Queen of Scotland Lost
Her Head The Retribution That Followed Crime
William Brewster and His Friends The Star of
Empire The "Half-Moon" Strangers and

Pilgrims
 Empire of Liberty Feb 28 2023 An original
and stimulating critique of American empire
 The Price of Liberty Aug 25 2022 In
nineteenth-century America, the belief that
blacks and whites could not live in social
harmony and political equality in the same
country led to a movement to relocate

African Americans to Liberia, a West African
colony established by the United States
government and the American Colonization
Society in 1822. In The Price of Liberty,
Claude Clegg accounts for 2,030 North
Carolina blacks who left the state and took
up residence in Liberia between 1825 and
1893. By examining both the American and
African sides of this experience, Clegg
produces a textured account of an important
chapter in the historical evolution of the



Atlantic world. For almost a century,
Liberian emigration connected African
Americans to the broader cultures, commerce,
communication networks, and epidemiological
patterns of the Afro-Atlantic region. But
for many individuals, dreams of a Pan-
African utopia in Liberia were tempered by
complicated relationships with the Africans,
whom they dispossessed of land. Liberia soon
became a politically unstable mix of

newcomers, indigenous peoples, and
"recaptured" Africans from westbound slave
ships. Ultimately, Clegg argues, in the
process of forging the world's second black-
ruled republic, the emigrants constructed a
settler society marred by many of the same
exclusionary, oppressive characteristics
common to modern colonial regimes.

 The Roots of Liberty Jun 22 2022 The Roots
of Liberty is a critical collection of
essays on the origin and nature of the often
elusive idea of the nature of liberty.
Throughout this book, the original and
thought-provoking views from scholars J C
Holt, Christopher W Brooks, Paul
Christianson, and John Phillip Reid offer
insights into the development of English
ideas of liberty and the relationship those
ideas hold to modern conceptions of rule of



law. Ellis Sandoz's introduction details
Fortescue's vision of the constitution and
places each of the essays in
historiographical context. Corrine C.
Weston's spirited epilogue evaluates the
essays' arguments.
 At the Threshold of Liberty Nov 15 2021 The
capital city of a nation founded on the
premise of liberty, nineteenth-century
Washington, D.C., was both an entrepot of

urban slavery and the target of abolitionist
ferment. The growing slave trade and the
enactment of Black codes placed the city's
Black women within the rigid confines of a
social hierarchy ordered by race and gender.
At the Threshold of Liberty reveals how
these women--enslaved, fugitive, and
free--imagined new identities and lives

beyond the oppressive restrictions intended
to prevent them from ever experiencing
liberty, self-respect, and power. Consulting
newspapers, government documents, letters,
abolitionist records, legislation, and
memoirs, Tamika Y. Nunley traces how Black
women navigated social and legal
proscriptions to develop their own ideas
about liberty as they escaped from slavery,
initiated freedom suits, created
entrepreneurial economies, pursued



education, and participated in political
work. In telling these stories, Nunley
places Black women at the vanguard of the
history of Washington, D.C., and the
momentous transformations of nineteenth-
century America.
 Empire of Liberty Jul 04 2023 Empire of
Liberty takes a new look at the public life,
thought, and ambiguous legacy of one of
America's most revered statesmen, offering

new insight into the meaning of Jefferson in
the American experience. This work examines
Jefferson's legacy for American foreign
policy in the light of several critical
themes which continue to be highly
significant today: the struggle between
isolationists and interventionists, the
historic ambivalence over the nation's role

as a crusader for liberty, and the
relationship between democracy and peace.
Written by two distinguished scholars, this
book provides invaluable insight into the
classic ideas of American diplomacy.
 The Liberty Book Jun 15 2024 News reports
bring to our ears daily stories of further
intrusion in our lives and increased
regulations too many to number. America is
losing its heritage of God-given freedoms,
which were originally derived from biblical



teaching. We sense that our well-sung
liberties are being lost to a point of no
return. The Liberty Book examines the
Christian roots of liberty, idolatry,
taxation, foundations for freedom, the right
to bear arms, the great freedom documents in
history, pro-life and liberty, land rights,
social involvement, and more. With God’s
help freedom can be revived. We must all
work to pull America back from the cliffs-

edge fall into tyranny. Our nation is again
in search of genuine liberty under God.
Discover what Bible-based liberty looks like
and how it can be won for you and your
children.
 Enlightening the World Nov 08 2023
Conceived in the aftermath of the American
Civil War and the grief that swept France

over the assassination of Abraham Lincoln,
the Statue of Liberty has been a potent
symbol of the nation's highest ideals since
it was unveiled in 1886. Dramatically
situated on Bedloe's Island (now Liberty
Island) in the harbor of New York City, the
statue has served as a reminder for
generations of immigrants of America's long
tradition as an asylum for the poor and the
persecuted. Although it is among the most
famous sculptures in the world, the story of



its creation is little known. In
Enlightening the World, Yasmin Sabina Khan
provides a fascinating new account of the
design of the statue and the lives of the
people who created it, along with the
tumultuous events in France and the United
States that influenced them. Khan's
narrative begins on the battlefields of
Gettysburg, where Lincoln framed the Civil
War as a conflict testing whether a nation

"conceived in liberty, and dedicated to the
proposition that all men are created
equal... can long endure." People around the
world agreed with Lincoln that this
question—and the fate of the Union
itself—affected the "whole family of man."
Inspired by the Union's victory and stunned
by Lincoln's death, Édouard-René Lefebvre de

Laboulaye, a legal scholar and noted
proponent of friendship between his native
France and the United States, conceived of a
monument to liberty and the exemplary form
of government established by the young
nation. For Laboulaye and all of France, the
statue would be called La Liberté Éclairant
le Monde—Liberty Enlightening the World.
Following the statue's twenty-year journey
from concept to construction, Khan reveals
in brilliant detail the intersecting lives



that led to the realization of Laboulaye's
dream: the Marquis de Lafayette; Alexis de
Tocqueville; the sculptor Auguste Bartholdi,
whose commitment to liberty and self-
government was heightened by his experience
of the Franco-Prussian War; the architect
Richard Morris Hunt, the first American to
study architecture at the prestigious École
des Beaux-Arts in Paris; and the engineer
Gustave Eiffel, who pushed the limits for

large-scale metal construction. Also here
are the contributions of such figures as
Senators Charles Sumner and Carl Schurz, the
artist John La Farge, the poet Emma Lazarus,
and the publisher Joseph Pulitzer. While
exploring the creation of the statue, Khan
points to possible sources—several
previously unexamined—for the design. She

links the statue's crown of rays with
Benjamin Franklin's image of the rising sun
and makes a clear connection between the
broken chain under Lady Liberty's foot and
the abolition of slavery. Through the rich
story of this remarkable national monument,
Enlightening the World celebrates both a
work of human accomplishment and the
vitality of liberty.
 Seeds of Liberty Jul 12 2021
 The Contagion of Liberty Jul 24 2022 Now an



LA Times Book Prize finalist: a timely and
fascinating account of the raucous public
demand for smallpox inoculation during the
American Revolution and the origin of
vaccination in the United States. Finalist
of the LA Times Book Prize for History by
the LA Times The Revolutionary War broke out
during a smallpox epidemic, and in response,
General George Washington ordered the
inoculation of the Continental Army. But

Washington did not have to convince fearful
colonists to protect themselves against
smallpox—they were the ones demanding it. In
The Contagion of Liberty, Andrew M. Wehrman
describes a revolution within a revolution,
where the violent insistence for freedom
from disease ultimately helped American
colonists achieve independence from Great

Britain. Inoculation, a shocking procedure
introduced to America by an enslaved
African, became the most sought-after
medical procedure of the eighteenth century.
The difficulty lay in providing it to all
Americans and not just the fortunate few.
Across the colonies, poor Americans rioted
for equal access to medicine, while cities
and towns shut down for quarantines. In
Marblehead, Massachusetts, sailors burned
down an expensive private hospital just



weeks after the Boston Tea Party. This
thought-provoking history offers a new
dimension to our understanding of both the
American Revolution and the origins of
public health in the United States. The
miraculous discovery of vaccination in the
early 1800s posed new challenges that
upended the revolutionaries' dream of
disease eradication, and Wehrman reveals
that the quintessentially American rejection

of universal health care systems has deeper
roots than previously known. During a time
when some of the loudest voices in the
United States are those clamoring against
efforts to vaccinate, this richly documented
book will appeal to anyone interested in the
history of medicine and politics, or who has
questioned government action (or lack

thereof) during a pandemic.
 The Concept of Liberty in the Age of the
American Revolution Aug 05 2023 "Liberty was
the most cherished right possessed by
English-speaking people in the eighteenth
century. It was both an ideal for the
guidance of governors and a standard with
which to measure the constitutionality of
government; both a cause of the American
Revolution and a purpose for drafting the
United States Constitution; both an



inheritance from Great Britain and a reason
republican common lawyers continued to study
the law of England." As John Philip Reid
goes on to make clear, "liberty" did not
mean to the eighteenth-century mind what it
means today. In the twentieth century, we
take for granted certain rights—such as
freedom of speech and freedom of the
press—with which the state is forbidden to
interfere. To the revolutionary generation,

liberty was preserved by curbing its
excesses. The concept of liberty taught not
what the individual was free to do but what
the rule of law permitted. Ultimately,
liberty was law—the rule of law and the
legalism of custom. The British constitution
was the charter of liberty because it
provided for the rule of law. Drawing on an

impressive command of the original
materials, Reid traces the eighteenth-
century notion of liberty to its source in
the English common law. He goes on to show
how previously problematic arguments
involving the related concepts of
licentiousness, slavery, arbitrary power,
and property can also be fit into the common-
law tradition. Throughout, he focuses on
what liberty meant to the people who
commented on and attempted to influence



public affairs on both sides of the
Atlantic. He shows the depth of pride in
liberty—English liberty—that pervaded the
age, and he also shows the extent—unmatched
in any other era or among any other
people—to which liberty both guided and
motivated political and constitutional
action.
 The Structure of Liberty : Justice and the
Rule of Law Apr 01 2023 In this provocative

and engaging new book, Randy Barnett
outlines a powerful and original theory of
liberty structured by the liberal conception
of justice and the rule of law. Drawing on
insights from philosophy, political theory,
economics, and law, he shows how this new
conception of liberty can confront, and
solve, the central societal problems of

knowledge, interest, and power. - ;What is
liberty, as opposed to license, and why is
it so important? When people pursue
happiness, peace, and prosperity whilst
living in society, they confront pervasive
problems of knowledge, interest, and power.
These problems are dealt with by ensuring
the liberty of the people to pursue their
own ends, but addressing these problems also
requires that liberty be structured by
certain rights and procedures associated



with the classical liberal conception of
justice and the rule of law. In this
controversial new work, Barnett examines the
serious social problems that are addressed
by liberty and the background or `natural'
rights and `rule of law' procedures that
distinguish liberty from license. He goes on
to outline the constitutional framework that
is needed to protect this structure of
liberty. This is the only discussion of the

liberal conception of justice and the rule
of law to draw upon insights from
philosophy, economics, political theory, and
law to describe comprehensively the vital
social functions performed by adherence to
these concepts. And, although the book is
intended to challenge specialists, its clear
and accessible prose ensure that it will be

of immense value to both scholars and
students working in a range of academic
disciplines. -
 The Statue of Liberty May 14 2024 Timed to
publish with the opening of the Statue of
Liberty Museum, this is Lady Liberty's
untold story of her building, restoration,
and iconic place in the world as brought to
life through the fascinating lens of
archival images, ephemera from the museum's
collection, and today's most compelling



photography--restored and resplendent
against the New York City skyline. Following
Rizzoli's acclaimed series with the
September 11 Memorial and Museum--The
Stories They Tell and No Day Shall Erase
You--we now are partnering with the Statue
of Liberty-Ellis Island Foundation to
publish this official book on the Statue of
Liberty. The material from the book will be
drawn from the collections and archives that

will be on display in the brand new Statue
of Liberty Museum--opening in May 2019 The
Statue of Liberty is more than a monument.
It is a symbol of freedom that draws more
than four million visitors annually from
around the world. Officially named "Liberty
Enlightening the World," the statue was a
joint effort between America and France to

commemorate the centennial of the American
Declaration of Independence. The book
follows the story as told in the new
Museum--from its conception and creation to
its restoration in 1986 to Lady Liberty's
place as a shining icon to the world.
 The Learning of Liberty Mar 20 2022 "This
very important book is original, sweeping,
and wise about the relation between
education and liberal democracy in the
United States. The Pangles reconsider



superior ideas from the founding period in a
way that illuminates any serious thinking on
American education, whether policy-oriented
or historical". -- American Political
Science Review. "An important and thoughtful
book, stimulating for citizens as well as
scholars". -- Journal of American History.
 On Liberty Jun 10 2021 In his much quoted,
seminal work, On Liberty, John Stuart Mill
attempts to establish standards for the

relationship between authority and liberty.
He emphasizes the importance of
individuality which he conceived as a
prerequisite to the higher pleasures-the
summum bonum of Utilitarianism. Published in
1859, On Liberty presents one of the most
eloquent defenses of individual freedom and
is perhaps the most widely-read liberal

argument in support of the value of liberty.
 Statue of Liberty Apr 13 2024 Presents a
brief history of the Statue of Liberty and
describes how France gave the statue to New
York City to commemorate the realtionship
between the two countries, the creation and
erection of the statue, and how its meaning
has changed.
 The Liberty Watch Apr 08 2021 Liberty is
not synonymous with freedom. Without an
historical, ethical, and moral understanding



of liberty, freedom often becomes anarchy.
In the Liberty Watch, journalist Charles E.
Miller examines the various contexts in
which liberty's meaning is obscured or
misunderstood in today's society. For more
than two hundred years, the United States
has thrived due to the initial understanding
that liberty does not come from a federal
government, but from an omniscient God.
Miller uses the founding documents of

America's Judeo-Christian history, the
Declaration of Independence and the Bill of
Rights, to support this theory.
Unfortunately, today's America has largely
abandoned the Christian beliefs which
inspired the founders in 1789. Morality and
rebellion have corrupted the divine concept
of liberty, resulting in a tainted view of

our origins. Miller encourages us to make
our own choices according to information,
conscience, and moral-ethical discernment.
In addition, he explores several concepts
relating to liberty and freedom, including:
Religious liberty as political power Moral
choice and liberty The police state and
civil liberty Liberty and individualism
Liberty and religious tolerance Reminiscent
of Thomas Paine's Common Sense, the Liberty
Watch delivers a thoughtful, patriotic view



of the incredible freedoms citizens of the
United States of America enjoy daily.
 A Laboratory of Liberty Jan 18 2022 Based
on a tradition of political innovation,
Swiss citizens recalibrated their
understanding of liberty and republicanism
through public political debates, during the
revolutionary transformation to a rights-
based society. The resulting hybrid
political culture enhances our understanding

of the international Age of Revolution.
 The American Conception of Liberty and
Government Mar 08 2021
 The Fruit of Liberty Aug 13 2021 In the
middle decades of the sixteenth century, the
republican city-state of
Florence--birthplace of the
Renaissance--failed. In its place the Medici

family created a principality, becoming
first dukes of Florence and then grand dukes
of Tuscany. The Fruit of Liberty examines
how this transition occurred from the
perspective of the Florentine patricians who
had dominated and controlled the republic.
The book analyzes the long, slow social and
cultural transformations that predated,
accompanied, and facilitated the
institutional shift from republic to
principality, from citizen to subject. More



than a chronological narrative, this
analysis covers a wide range of contributing
factors to this transition, from attitudes
toward officeholding, clothing, the
patronage of artists and architects to
notions of self, family, and gender. Using a
wide variety of sources including private
letters, diaries, and art works, Nicholas
Baker explores how the language, images, and
values of the republic were reconceptualized

to aid the shift from citizen to subject. He
argues that the creation of Medici
principality did not occur by a radical
break with the past but with the adoption
and adaptation of the political culture of
Renaissance republicanism.
 The Price of Liberty Oct 07 2023 Sample
Text

 Engines of Liberty Mar 12 2024 From the
national legal director of the ACLU, an
essential guidebook for anyone seeking to
stand up for fundamental civil liberties and
rights One of Washington Post's Notable
Nonfiction Books of 2016 In an age of
executive overreach, what role do American
citizens have in safeguarding our
Constitution and defending liberty? Must we
rely on the federal courts, and the Supreme
Court above all, to protect our rights? In



Engines of Liberty, the esteemed legal
scholar David Cole argues that we all have a
part to play in the grand civic dramas of
our era--and in a revised introduction and
conclusion, he proposes specific tactics for
fighting Donald Trump's policies. Examining
the most successful rights movements of the
last thirty years, Cole reveals how groups
of ordinary Americans confronting long odds
have managed, time and time again, to

convince the courts to grant new rights and
protect existing ones. Engines of Liberty is
a fundamentally new explanation of how our
Constitution works and the part citizens
play in it.
 Origins of Liberty May 10 2021 The biggest
question we face as a nation and even as a
world is, Where our liberty comes from? Now

governments throughout the world want us to
believe it comes from them because then they
can easily take it away from us. The
Founders of America made numerous statements
that America, its Constitution, and Bill of
Rights originated through God's inspiration.
One may ask why is this important. This
question determines if we are all equal
under divine rule or can be made less under
man's rule, this book traces liberty back to
before America was created back to the



earliest days of the Bible. This book puts
into perspective how everyone was born free,
and with that knowledge, you can see how
governments have manipulated us into
accepting their rule. Although this book
cannot show you everything about liberty's
birth, it will give you a start and
hopefully open your minds to further
research yourself.
 Last Call for Liberty Sep 13 2021 The

American republic is suffering its gravest
crisis since the Civil War. Will conflicts,
hostility, and incivility tear the country
apart? Os Guinness provides a careful
observation of the American experiment,
offering a stirring vision for faithful
citizenship and renewed responsibility for
not only the nation but also the watching

world.
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